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Abstract: There are a number of significant changes taking place in modern city development and
most of them are based on the number of recent technological progress. This paper provides a
review and analysis of recent approaches of biotechnology that can find a place in today’s cities and
discusses how those technologies can be integrated into a city’s Internet of Things (IoT). Firstly, several
biotechnologies that focus on rain gardens, urban vertical farming systems, and city photobioreactors
are discussed in the context of their integration in a city’s IoT. The next possible application of biofuel
cells to the sensor network’s energy supply is discussed. It is shown that such devices can influence
the low-power sensor network structure as an additional energy source for transmitters. This paper
shows the possibility of bioelectrochemical biosensor applications, discusses self-powered biosensors,
and shows that such a system can be widely applied to rainwater monitoring in rain gardens and
green streets. Significant attention is paid to recent approaches in synthetic biology. Both cell-based
biosensors and bioactuators with synthetic genetic circuits are discussed. The development of
cell-based biosensors can significantly enhance the sensing possibilities of a city’s IoT. We show the
possible ways to develop cyber-physical systems (CPSs) with the systems mentioned above. Aspects
of data handling for the discussed biotechnologies and the methods of intelligent systems, including
those that are machine learning-based, applied to the IoT in a city are presented.

Keywords: Internet of Things; smart city; wireless sensor networks; biofuel cells; biosensors;
biotechnology; synthetic biology; cyber-physical systems

1. Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) became a major instrument that can significantly help modern cities to
achieve their sustainable development goals [1–3]. Today, the IoT approach became a significant basis
of the smart city [2] The active development of the IoT for cities goes alongside many other changes
in the city itself. Modern cities have focused on such approaches as green architecture, new ways of
planning, humancentric inclusive streets, energy efficiency, and many others [4–7]. Many of those
approaches’ biotechnologies are also becoming an influencer on the view of our future [8], including
the view of the city [9]. The term “biotechnology” covers a number of different approaches in the
many fields of application including medicine, pharmacy, agriculture, and environmental technologies,
among others. Here, only a very small part of those approaches will be discussed. The main focus will
be done on the application of living organisms for different city needs as a part of green infrastructure.
This small part of many biotechnological approaches already today can give the possibility to produce
food and treat air and water in the city, thus sufficiently influence the city’s sustainable development.
Both city biotechnology and city IoT develop almost in parallel at the same time and the necessity to
provide research in the field of integration for those technological approaches is arising [1,8,10].
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The most actively discussed biotechnological approaches for new production in the city are
as follows:

• Higher plants as a major air treatment biosystem of cities: today there are several technologies such
as rain gardens and green streets where higher plants also provide rainwater treatment [11,12];

• Urban vertical farming systems as a novel food-producing paradigm [13]: it is necessary to mention
that such technology not only actively uses a high level of automation and robotization but has
also become an effective carbon dioxide consumer that positively influences the city environment;

• Photobioreactors for microalgae production that can be a part of the architecture or for home air
treatment [14,15]: phototrophic microorganisms have a higher rate of carbon dioxide fixation
and can be the source of multiple useful substances that can be applied from biofuel and the
production of biopolymers to fertilizers, food, and even the pharmacy industry [16]; additionally,
it has been shown that phototrophic microorganisms can participate in rain and thaw water
treatment [17], so photobioreactors can be part of a city’s water system.

These technologies require additional operations to include them into a city’s IoT. Their applications
lead to new data generations and new control systems that operate with additional sensors that are
needed to be added to the wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [10]. However, several recent advancements
in the biotechnology can give rise to additional opportunities that enhance IoT capabilities in some
fields. Some of those approaches are as follows:

• Energy harvesting technologies based on microbial fuel cells (MFCs) that are able to provide a
power supply for IoT wireless sensors [18] that can operate consuming organic compounds from
different wastewaters [19];

• Novel sensors for environmental monitoring based on biological sensing that can enhance chemical
and biological sensing for IoT [10,20];

• New actuating systems with living cells integration [21] based on the synthetic biology approaches
that give rise to the ability to develop a novel interface with biotechnological systems in the
city [22].

Figure 1 illustrates these biotechnologies and their interactions with a city’s IoT.
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Figure 1. Interactions between several biotechnologies and a city’s Internet of Things (IoT).
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Thus, in this paper, the integration of both biotechnology groups in the IoT will be discussed with
a focus on the new possibilities and issues that will arise for a city’s IoT. Additionally, other approaches
that can enhance IoT possibilities in some fields of application will be discussed.

Next, the paper will be organized as follows: firstly, biotechnological approaches (according
to Figure 1) will be discussed, secondly, specific issues related to IoT technologies will be shown,
and finally, the Discussion and Conclusion section will summarize the presented in the paper data.

2. Biotechnological Approaches for New Production

What makes the production of biotechnological systems integrated in a city’s IoT differ from that
in other technical fields? The main differences are as follows:

• Biological processes are relatively slower, especially compared with a technical system’s speed
of operation;

• Higher plants and phototrophic microorganisms are highly dependent on climate conditions that
require both local climate conditions measurements and basic climate prediction data transfer [10].

The main or at least a significant stage of the process is inside living organisms, and in most cases,
there is no opportunity to measure parameters of those processes on-line [22]. This can be partially
solved by synthetic biology approaches [23] and will be discussed later.

An overview of specific issues related to the above-mentioned production biotechnologies shall
be provided here. The application of higher plants is a well-known way to make a city sustainable.
Many approaches now involve the use of higher plants in rain gardens and green street technologies
that give rise to the ability to treat rainwater in city streets. The integration of such technology in the
IoT via WSNs is described in [10]: an additional WSN is required to control both water flow and water
quality. Additionally, some at least periodical usage of cameras from a municipal video control system
can be useful to control the basic status of higher plants [24]. All this data via a wireless local area
network (WLAN) should be transferred and then analyzed. It is necessary to mention that a WSN of
such technologies generates the most useful data during rainfall and water flow, so it is possible to
reduce the amount of data via the shutdown of sensors in the period between rainfalls.

Urban vertical farming approaches usually involves highly automated systems that focus on
the fast production of fresh vegetables and berries [25,26]. In the context of smart cities, there are
three significant parameters for the city’s government: water consumption, wastewater discharge,
and carbon dioxide consumption. Since most of these production farms are private, these systems
have their own control and automation and are able to provide the necessary data exchange. Usually,
vertical farming producers focus on the usage of artificial illumination, but some projects rely on usage
and natural illumination [27]. In this case, climate data are significant for such projects, which leads to
the additional data transfer from city climate parameter measurement systems via a data cloud.

Photobioreactors for phototrophic microorganisms production is a unique technology due to the
higher speed of carbon dioxide fixation, in comparison with higher plants, and the possibility to treat and
reuse rainwater for culture medium preparation or other technical needs [17]. Thus, photobioreactors
can become a part of a city’s infrastructure or at least a part of a building’s infrastructure. The effective
operation of photobioreactors requires a substantial amount of data from different WSNs, both in-house
and from the streets [10]. This leads to the necessity of an integration photobioreactor control system
with house and city data clouds for effective data handling. Receiving data from nearby systems can
lead to the efficiency of this technology. For example, it is possible to use carbon dioxide measurements
from the street, a number of people in a building, and indoor and outdoor temperatures, among
others. Thus, those systems become a part of a city’s IoT. Increasing the amount of data leads to
new possibilities to enhance data analysis. There are a number of studies today focused on the use
of modern intelligent methods to control the operation of photobioreactors and predict intracellular
parameters of artificial neural networks (ANNs) [28,29].
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Thus, issues that arise during the integration of such biotechnologies in a city’s IoT can be
summarized as follows:

• The additional WSNs and additional data generated by biotechnological systems;
• The additional usage of data, generated by other WSNs;
• Data generated by indoor photobioreactor sensors usually having a lower measurement frequency

in comparison with, for example, street WSNs, and photobioreactor control systems not needing
data with a higher frequency for its operation [10] (the same can be mentioned for other technologies
under discussion);

• Additional long-time data storage, where “long-time” sometimes means years due to relatively
slow biological processes and its climate and, respectively, season dependence (this is actual for
all data related to system operation, including external data);

• The need for more precise process monitoring methods such as ANNs;
• The need for additional wireless sensors for an additional power supply that is more actual for

green streets and rain gardens, where sensors sometimes should be placed in unusual places such
as drainage lines.

Next, how biotechnology can give rise to new possibilities in a city’s IoT both to solve the issues
mentioned above and to enhance its capabilities will be discussed.

3. Biotechnological Approaches for Sensing and Actuation

3.1. Biotechnology for Energy Harvesting

Installing a WSN or a network of Wi-Fi transmitters in streets and gardens requires solving the
issue of power supply. Many approaches can be used, and one of them is based on the application of
MFCs [18]. MFCs are able to harvest energy by consuming organic compounds (substrate) in rainwater
or water in soils to generate electricity [30,31]. In such biofuel cells (BFCs), microorganisms are used as
biocatalysts. For environmental use, MFCs with microbial communities as biocatalysts can provide
more stability and reliability during long-time operation [32,33]. Another interesting approach is
the integration of MFCs with higher plant or phototrophic microorganisms—phototrophic microbial
fuel cells (PMFCs) [34,35]. Depending on the plants and microorganisms, a cathode or anode can be
integrated with a plant. PMFCs can be a more stable and reliable energy source in comparison with
MFCs under the same conditions, but further studies are needed [34,36]. Streets and parks can be a
good option for further PMFC testing.

The MFC and PMFC power outputs strongly depend on the materials of the electrodes,
the concentration of organic compounds, the bacterial biofilm in the electrode, and many other
factors [32,37]. It is possible to await an unstable generation around several mW·cm-2 (mW per
electrode surface) at achievable voltage values such as 0.5 V [18]. An overview of some MFCs and
PMFCs is shown in Table 1, where it is shown that different types of MFC can demonstrate very close
power output. In all MFCs, power generation strongly relates to the concentration of consumable
organic compounds, the number of active cells on the electrode, and the speed of the biochemical
reactions that take place in this system. Therefore, power output cannot be unlimited with the
increase in the concentration of organic compounds [38]. Regarding unstable energy generation, it is
necessary to use a power control system with energy storage in the battery. Therefore, MFC and PMFC
applications require such a system for an effective sensor power supply [18,39]. This leads to the
development of combined power sources that can include MFCs and, for example, small solar cells.
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Table 1. Characteristics of several microbial fuel cells (MFCs) and phototrophic microbial fuel cells
(PMFCs). Power output data given in the same scale as in the siting papers.

№ Type and Overview Biocatalysts Power Output Reference

1 MFC with microfluidic system of
chambers

Geobactor-enriched mixed
bacterial biofilm 4.7 µW/cm2 [40]

2
MFC with different strains of

yeasts. Glucose and xylose were
used in substrates

Several strains of yeasts. Most
promising results shown with

Kluyveromyces marxianus

2.5–3.32 mW with xylose.
and up to 4.35–6.48 mW

with glucose
[41]

3
MFC with modified by poly

(3.4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
anode

Shewanella loihica 140 mW/m2 [42]

4 PMFC with different waste waters
as substrate.

Microbial community from
sewage sludge as biocatalysts
in anode. Chlorella vulgaris in

cathode chamber.

From 23.17 to
327.67 mW/m2 during 32
days of stable operation.

[43]

5 Paper-based MFC operating
under continuous flow conditions Shewanella oneidensis

25 W/m3 (25 W per cubic
meter of both MFC

chambers)
[44]

6 Microscale MFC Geobacteraceae -enriched mixed
bacterial biofilm

83 µW/cm2 and
3300 µW/cm3

respectively
[45]

7
Membranelles MFC from cheap

materials. Applicable for
applications in wastewater.

Gluconobacter Oxydans 1.43 µW/cm2 [19]

8 PMFC for waste water treatment
and cyanobacteria production

Anode–microbial community
sewage sludge;

cathode-Scenedesmus acutus

Up to 5.3 mW/m2 and
400 mW/m3, respectively.

[46]

9

PMFC for kitchen waste water
treatment with phototrophic
microorganisms in cathode

chamber

Anode–microbial community
from waste

water.Cathode-Synechococcus sp.

Approximately
41.5 mW/m2 [47]

10 Large-scale MFC (85 L volume) Microbial community 0.101 W/m2 and 0.74
W/m3, respectively

[47]

11
MFC with air cathode and
capability to total nitrogen

removal

Microbial community with
denitrificators

Approximately
1250 mW/m2 [48]

12 MFC with cylindrical construction Pseudomonas aeruginosa Up to 3322 mW/m2 [49]

13
PMFC with higher plants in

different environmental
conditions

Microbial community-based
cathode

From 0.3 to
10.13 mW/m2 under the
different environmental

conditions

[50]

14 PMFC with higher plants for IoT
sensor power supply

Microbial community-based
cathode

3.5 mW/cm2 per
single plant

[51]

Here, the possibilities of application of biofuel cells for low-power sensor networks in rain gardens
and green streets will be discussed. MFCs can be both a main and additional power source for increasing
the time between battery changes [10]. Experiments such as [18] show the possibility of using MFCs
for powering sensors and providing periodical data transmission via low-power Bluetooth radio. It is
necessary to mention that the MFCs used in this study can be improved via new electrode materials and
more effective cell immobilization methods [33,52,53]. Thus, microbial MFCs can be used as a power
source for sensor networks. This leads to the possible application of MFCs as local power sources for
low-power wide-area networks (LPWANs) installed in streets and parks. A LPWAN is a very effective
approach for installing energy-efficient sensor networks in smart cities [54,55]. Figure 2 illustrates
possible variants of microbial MFC applications for an LPWAN component power supply. The most
obvious method is applying MFCs to increase the operation live-time of wireless sensors (Figure 2A).
To decrease the cost of the sensor network, MFCs can be used for the most significant sensors or
for sensors whose operation stability is critical. MFCs can be used for a sensor’s transmitter power
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supply to increase the distance of transmission (Figure 2B) or the amount of information (Figure 2C).
Additionally, a combination of those variants can be used with respect to each project feature.
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Figure 2. Variants of microbial fuel cell (MFC) applications for low-power wide-area networks
(LPWANs). (A) MFCs used as a power supply for wireless sensors to increase the time of operation;
(B) MFCs as an additional power source for sensor transmitters to increase the distance of transmission;
(C) MFCs as an additional power source to increase the amount of data from sensors.

An interesting application of the variant presented in Figure 2C can be found in green streets or
rain gardens. As mentioned in [10], such systems can use several sensors for water flow and quality
control. Those sensors should operate during water flow, so there is no need to use it actively in dry
periods. MFCs can also effectively operate when water flow with organic compounds has taken place.
Therefore, in this case, MFCs can be used as a special power booster to supply sensors and increase the
frequency of data transmission. Additionally, green streets and rain gardens can be a good place for
PMFC testing and applications. Thus, it is possible to develop a bioenergy supply sensor network for
green streets or rain gardens.

An LPWAN’s basic station usually requires energy equal to tenths of W. Theoretically, it is possible
to build MFCs that can generate such a power output in the case of the availability of organic substrate.
Solving this issue and finding specific environmental conditions is the goal for further research.

MFCs can be applied for the power supply of the low-power wireless transmitter. Low-power
Bluetooth transmitters usually require less than 1 W of energy that can be effectively generated by
MFCs. This means that MFC-supplied transmitters can be used for heterogeneous wireless networks.
Such networks that include different transmitters have become very popular for wide spaces and IoT
applications [56,57].

Finally, it is necessary here to mention several issues related to MFCs in the applications
mentioned above:

• Unstable generation related to substrate availability, which leads to a necessary power control
system and battery;

• The possibility of microorganism death for several reasons that require additional research on
long-time BFC operation in natural environments [33];

• Low power output that leads to the necessity of its combination with other energy-
harvesting technologies.

Nevertheless, there is research focused on all these issues, and MFCs are still a promising energy
harvesting technology for low-power devices for a city’s IoT.
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3.2. Biosensors for Environmental Monitoring

“Biosensors” usually refer to sensors with biological sensing parts, operating in cells and organisms
to measure biochemical substances. In environmental monitoring, biosensors have become a subject of
interest for many researchers due to the following advantages:

• Frequent low power consumption [52], including self-powered sensors [58,59];
• The ability to measure parameters that are difficult to measure in place and on-line and that are

usually measured by laboratory methods [60];
• The possibility of multiparametric measurements using one cell-based biosensor [61,62].

All of the discussed biosensors can be divided into the three big groups:

• Bioelectrochemical sensors with enzymes or cells as the sensing part that generate an analog
electrical signal;

• Biomolecular (DNA, antibody, and enzyme) sensors that require an optical detector;
• Cell-based sensors with genetically engineered cells that are able to provide multiparametric

measurements and/or some intracellular processing [63].

Bioelectrochemical sensors are the most widely used because they have an analog electrical signal
(current or voltage) that is easy to handle and process, in almost the same way as in the case of classical
electrochemical sensors. The sensing part is the cell or enzyme and provides a bioelectrochemical
reaction that in its turn generates output. There are a number of approaches to using such biosensors for
measuring toxic pollutants, heavy metals, ammonium, and bioorganic compounds [30,64–66]. In many
cases, such sensors are combined with BFCs because the measuring process involves the generation
of electrical currents as a result of a bioelectrochemical reaction catalyzed by an enzyme or cell [64].
This approach leads to the possible application of such self-powered biosensors in rain gardens; they are
able to start their operation with the start of measurements, so they can be self-activated during water
flow appearance. Summarizing, it is necessary to say that bioelectrochemical sensors are an extremely
promising field of research to enhance the sensing capability of a city’s IoT.

Biomolecular (DNA, antibody, and enzyme) sensors are mostly used for laboratory
measurements [67]. The fast development of optical biosensing [68] and related technology might give
rise to opportunities for future applications of such biosensors outside the laboratory.

The fast development of synthetic biology in recent decades has yielded advancements that can
lead to IoT applications. In the following, approaches that are able to expand sensing possibilities will
be discussed.

The development of multiparametric cell-based biosensors is a synthetic biology achievement.
One interesting approach to develop it is based on the integration of simple Boolean logic gates that
synthetic biology can provide for IoT applications [22,69]. The logic process, in this case, provided
through genetic logic circuits, is based on the variation of synthesis of active elements such as repressors
and actuators that influence the biosynthesis processes from another part of the DNA [63]. It has been
shown that tenths of logic gates can be applied in the cell [62,70]. Providing such computations in the
cell can provide the following advantages for whole-cell biosensors:

• One cell can be made a multiparametric biosensor with an indication via fluorescent protein
biosynthesis [63,71];

• Output can vary depending on the input parameters;
• A system can be developed with cells with different functions that can contact each other via

chemical signals [22,70] and generate more readable and informative output [72].

Thus, it is possible to develop a multisensory array from several groups of cells that can provide
not only sensing but also preliminary data analysis. The main advantage of such an approach is that
microorganisms can support their operation via their metabolism, and the energy consumption of
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whole sensor systems begins from detection signals from cells. Figure 3 schematically illustrates such a
sensor system. Cell group A provides sensing and a preliminary analysis of the measured signals and
generates a chemical output that can be analyzed by the other groups of cells (cell groups B and C in
Figure 3) for continuous processing and output generation.
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Next, some limitations and issues related to such sensor systems are discussed from the perspective
of their possible application for a city’s IoT:

• There can be a long time between measuring substances arising, and response signals can result
because of the need to provide many biosynthetic processes inside the cell, and this time can be
equal to several hours [23];

• There is a possibility of situations that lead to massive cell deaths;
• There is intracellular resource competition—a lack of usable substrates that can prevent most of

what is necessary for signal analysis biosynthesis and genetic logic circuit operation [73];
• There is less sensitivity in comparison with nanosized sensors or some electrochemical sensors;
• Difficulties occur with cell growth control and stabilization in an open environment, so the

necessity of cell immobilization arises;
• Many cells influence the value of optical output, so an additional analysis of the measured data is

needed to obtain reliable results;
• The long-time stable operation of such sensors in an open environment requires additional research;
• Legislation issues arise concerning the application of genetically modified organisms in an open

environment, which also leads to the immobilization of cells and additional technical systems for
preventing cell leakage [74].

Thus, some of those issues can be overcome using immobilization techniques [75] and using
membranes between cells and the environment. Additionally, many studies have focused on the
development of the modularity of engineered genetic circuits by adding retroactivity and feedback
controllers to insulate modules [73,76,77].

The genetic logic circuit approach is not the only way to provide analysis using intracellular
processes. Many studies have focused on analog synthetic biology [78], which has parallels between
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analog electric circuits and intracellular processing. This approach has many advantages such as
the ability to develop hybrid systems with low-power electronics [79] and to develop new analog
processes for measured data analysis; for example, some analogs of electrical circuit components have
been developed [80]. It is also necessary to mention that the development of low-power cytomorphic
electronics for biointerfaces is a promising tool for biosensors in IoT development [78,79].

Next, attention will be paid to the approaches based on synthetic and modified proteins.
The development of synthetic and modified proteins is an issue because there are multiple variants
of ways in which protein can make its conformation, but this approach can yield new, more stable,
and effective enzymes [81,82] that can be used as the sensing element of biosensors. Protein systems
can be used for intracellular computation [83]; for example, based on enzyme-catalyzed reactions, logic
gates can be simulated [84]. A recent paper demonstrated the de novo design of protein logic gates
that effectively operate in a leaving cell [85]. Protein logic gates are able to provide operations faster
in comparison with genetic logic networks due to the possibility of the preliminary biosynthesis of
several proteins that participate in the reactions.

Finally, the interface between cells and our common electronic systems will be discussed. As shown
in Figure 3, mainly fluorescent protein biosynthesis is used as an output signal [72]. This indicates
the necessity of optical sensing systems. However, this does not mean that this is the only way this
interface can be built. It is possible to use chemical signal–small chemical substances that can be easily
detected and transferred to the electrical signal. It can be a system with a unique small biomolecule
and specific sensor molecule immobilized on the bioelectrochemical sensor. However, there are many
issues that should be solved for the use of received signals as analogs of measured chemicals, including
the number of nonlinear processes inside cells and diffusion processes in the environment. A possible
way to solve those issues is to use machine learning approaches [86] and/or mathematical models
of intracellular processes. Using digital twins, simulations in parallel with the real process, can be
an effective way to enhance IoT WSNs [87] and especially cell biosensor data processing, but whole
cell models are difficult to design and require substantial computational power [88]. One promising
approach using analog electrical circuits for modeling signal processing related to reactions in the cell
has been found. This approach shows efficiency in the modeling of intracellular processes [89,90].

3.3. Bioactuators

A modern IoT is comprised not only of different sensor networks but also of a number of actuating
systems, such as climate control systems in buildings and different kinds of smart electronics—even
traffic control lights [91,92]. These systems operate based on sensor data. Here, we will discuss what
actuating systems for IoT can arise thanks to recent approaches in biotechnology.

Higher plants in rain gardens and green streets have already been discussed as a technology that
can be applied in a city with IoT, which leads to additional WSN installation and thus to additional
data generation. All sensors in such systems are focused on the control of rainwater flow and its
chemical parameters [10]. Higher plant status is controlled via common street cameras. Technologies
developed for smart farms can be used to support these plants, and additional sensing for plant states
and delivery require fertilizers and nutrients by drones in case of some plant-based issues regarding
the sensor data [93]. Such feedback requires additional resources, energy, sensors, more data to handle,
etc. Energy-effective approaches based on the properties of biological systems will be discussed next.

Genetic logic circuits can be used not only for cell sensors. Using this approach, it is possible
to provide different types of output from cells, connecting input and output via the logic circuit.
This output can be, for example, biopolymeric molecules that have some perspective properties as
materials or proteins that tie heavy metals in the water. Cells can be successfully integrated into
materials for 3D-printed system and generate a predictable output [94–97]; thus, hybrid living materials
(HLMs) [98], and biologically derived structural materials [21], were designed. HLMs and their analogs
are a very promising approach that can change a material’s properties with the response to inputs
from an environment, natural or artificial, generated based on sensor data from a nearby WSN. In the
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first case, there is a closed biological system that can signal its state via the synthesis of fluorescent
protein coupling with the biosynthesis of the necessary product. In the second case, it is possible to
add small signaling molecules basing on the data from a WSN and start biosynthesis in the cells. Thus,
novel materials with both sensing and actuating capabilities can be developed [99]. Table 2 shows
several possible HLM applications.

Table 2. Possible applications of hybrid living materials (HLMs).

Possible Application HLM Function Input and Output Signal

Functional polymeric materials
with sensing capabilities

Sensing of hazardous chemicals in the
environment

Input—hazardous chemical in the
environment

Output—optical signal

Adaptive polymeric materials

Synthesis of biopolymers to change
properties of material. It can be synthesis

of degradable polymers on the
non-degradable matrix for

temporary effect

Input—additional chemicals or
environmental factor.

Output—optical signal

On/Off self-healing for
polymeric materials

Synthesis of biopolymers for self-healing
controlling external signals

Input—additional chemicals
Output—optical signal

Reinforcement for concrete
under the natural

environment influence

Synthesis of biopolymers or participation
in biocrystallization processes

It can be a constant process or as a reaction
on the humidity changes around cells

Output–optical signal or chemical signal

An interesting approach was presented in [100]. Using spores of the genetic engineering bacteria
Bacillus subtilis, which can produce spores that cannot form a living cell, as an actuator that changes its
volume under the influence of humidity, the authors designed different macrosystems, such as artificial
humidity-driven muscles and rotary engines. This approach can lead to a humidity-driven system for
building ventilation. As in the case of HLMs, this system can operate independently, generating only a
signal with information on whether or not to operate it.

4. Integration into IoT

4.1. Data Handling Challenges

As in the case of any additional technology in a city’s IoT, for the biotechnological approaches
mentioned above, new data challenges and data handling specifics are arising. Regarding production
biotechnologies, as mentioned above, the speed of biological processes is slow in comparison with most
of a city’s technical systems. A lower speed of processes leads to a lower frequency of measurements
by sensors in the system and a lower amount of data to transmit [10]. However, this does not mean that
it needs a lower amount of data to store. For green streets/rain gardens and on-street photobioreactors,
unique features that influence the amount of data that need to be handled, and the data handling
process in total, are as follows:

• Climate influence. Biotechnologies interact with the environment and are influenced by local
weather changes. Day-to-day weather irreproducibility in different years leads to the need to
collect data throughout many years in case machine learning systems are developed to control
and predict the operation of the production biotechnologies under discussion;

• Heterogenic data by means of different frequencies of measurements by sensors, using those
systems. This data should be processed and analyzed together, especially in the case of applications
of predictive models;

• Video cameras that can be applied to control higher plants [24] in rain gardens lead to the necessity
of somehow processing data from them for long-term storage;

• Periodic operation of some sensors that control parameters of the rain waterflow. There is no need
to use them when there is no water in the system. This also influences the data heterogeneity
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because rain does not happen on the same day and the same time with the same efficiency
every year.

Thus, integration into IoT rain gardens/green streets and photobioreactors generates heterogenic
data, including data from video cameras that need to be stored for years. This leads to issues with data
analysis, especially when there is less heterogenic data from widely used city WSN sensors [10].

In vertical farming installations, as mentioned earlier, there are more closed systems in terms of
data exchange with a city’s IoT environment [13,87,101,102]. However, it is necessary to control the
input and output resource streams, such as heat, water, wastewater, and electricity, and to provide
quantification of the amount of carbon dioxide fixation during operation. All this data helps to
effectively control a city’s demand for water and energy and to calculate the impact of city farming
on the city’s carbon footprint. This yields additional data flow that, in comparison with previously
mentioned production biotechnologies, is much less heterogenic.

Figure 4 illustrates the data flow between photobioreactors, vertical farming systems, and building
control systems. In this figure, vertical farming systems have a high level of automation and operate
only under artificial illumination in a controlled environment. Data from the sensors of both systems
goes to its control systems. As mentioned earlier, data exchange between biotechnology control systems
and building control systems is much less frequent. Data from a city data cloud can be transferred
both via a building control system and directly in a photobioreactor control system. It is necessary to
mention that it should be data from the same source in the case of direct data transfer. Additionally,
collecting all data concerning photobioreactor operation in a city could lead to the development of new
deep learning based-systems to control those systems.
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Figure 4. Data flows between photobioreactors, vertical farming systems, and building control systems.
(A) City data transfer to a photobioreactor control system through a data exchange with a building
control system; (B) data transfer directly to a photobioreactor control system; (C) data exchange between
a photobioreactor control system and data clouds containing data from all photobioreactors in the city.

Can synthetic biology influence data handling in a city’s IoT with the biotechnology mentioned
above? Living matter is able to provide effective data storage and operation inside the cell using
DNA and transcription/translation mechanisms. There are already existing approaches to the storage
of non-biological data in DNA [103–106]. The ability to encapsulate DNA molecules in silica beads,
which in turn can be put in polymeric systems for long-time storage, has already been shown [105].
Due to the long time and higher cost of DNA synthesis and the subsequent sequencing to extract the
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data, this approach today can be applied for long-time storage goals, addressing this data no more
than a couple of times per year. One application for such data storage can be steganography [105].

More interesting for future IoT applications is the automatization of digital data transfer to
functional biologics starting from DNA [107]. Many synthetic biology applications widely use
standardization and unification approaches in, e.g., engineering disciplines, i.e., those based on
standard biological parts [108,109], synthetic biology open language [63], and automated project
development software such as CelloCad [69]. Such developments have led to engineering methods
whereby biological systems are built based even on bacteria or yeast. This has led to the possibility
of organizing the fast development and production of cell-based biosensors combining the biologics
production and modern 3D-printing technologies mentioned above [110,111]. Such development
technologies require additional effective data analysis techniques, which will be discussed next.

4.2. Intelligent Systems and Biological Objects in the IoT

Different intelligent methods, mostly from the machine learning field, are widely used in
biotechnology today [86,112,113]. They have applications in genetics [112], protein structure
prediction [114], and metabolic pathway dynamics prediction [115]. These approaches have been
widely applied in the development of different types of biosensors, mentioned above. Here, it is
necessary to mention a deep learning approach for the lab-of-origin prediction of engineered DNA [113].
Such a method can also be applied for cell-based biosensors quality control.

Here, the place of intelligent systems in the production biotechnologies mentioned above and how
such systems can help with their integration with a city’s IoT are discussed. The most obvious application
is data from video camera analysis together with data from sensors to control the state of higher plants
and the efficiency of rainwater treatment. Such systems based on machine learning approaches are
already widely used for smart greenhouses, including vertical farming systems [87,102,116]. Therefore,
the development of machine learning approaches for rain gardens and green streets can be an effective
way to control such systems.

Machine learning approaches have already been applied to process control [117], the prediction
of biomass growth [28,29,118], and the production of useful biochemicals [119]. Applications in
laboratory and industrial photobioreactors have been shown. In the case of city photobioreactors,
additional influencing variables should be taken into account. Main locations for the installation of
such systems include building facades and roofs [120], the interior of big buildings such as railway
stations, and shopping malls in places with natural illumination, similar to other green systems with
plants [121]. This leads to the influence of climate conditions inside a building on biomass growth,
so additional data from in-house sensors are required. The operation of a photobioreactor in turn
influences the conditions in the building. Carbon dioxide consumption should be additional criteria
for maximization since this is a main reason for photobioreactor applications in cities.

4.3. Cyber-Physical Systems

A city’s IoT today is often associated with cyber-physical system (CPS) applications [87,122].
Many mentioned approaches can be described as CPSs, including automated vertical farms, which are
widely described in the scientific literature [26,87]. In this section, CPSs related to biosensor and
bioactuator approaches are the main focus.

As shown earlier, biotechnology provides the ability to make sensor systems more autonomous in
terms of self-activation and preliminary data analysis. In some cases, such systems require unique
methods of handling. Regarding self-powering MFC-based biosensors, MFCs, used for a biosensor’s
power supply in rain gardens and green streets, can start their operation and then water flow with
organic impurities will arise in the system. After the rain ends, the water flow disappears and the MFCs
shut down. The time of system operation can be controlled by using an additional battery to collect
energy and select the power output of the MFCs [18]. Thus, the bioenergy source-based regulation of
sensor operation can be realized, so more distributed and more autonomous WSNs can be developed.
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As shown in Figure 3, multi-sensor cell systems with several stages of data processing include
multiple stages in genetic logic circuits and cell-to-cell communications. As mentioned, there are many
issues related to the application of those sensor systems that need to be solved. The development of
digital twins of such sensors can be one of the ways of solving some of the mentioned issues. HLM
operation also requires some predictability when operating in an open environment. HLM users should
be sure that, as a result of the work, they receive necessary results without any negative consequences.
Moreover, the predictability of synthetic biology-based biosystems is one of the key issues that make
legislation regarding its application less prohibitive [74,123,124]. The prediction operation of those
systems faces difficulties related to the complexity of the intracellular process [125]. Thus, to decrease
the complexity of model approaches, the requirements of simulation processes need to be highlighted.
It was mentioned earlier that simulations using analog electrical circuits can help to solve these issues.
Thus, how this system with digital twins can operate will be discussed here, where on/off self-healing
for polymeric materials will be used as an example (Table 2). Figure 5 illustrates an example of an
HLM application. There are two WSNs applied in this system: one is a WSN for environmental control,
and the other is much smaller for HLM control and includes optical sensors. When a signal from the
environment (for example, chemical) arises, cells begin biopolymer production and fluorescent protein
biosynthesis as a signal that they can start operating. This is a signal from cells, and it changes in HLM
due to arising biopolymers that are registered by the HLM WSN. Digital twins provide simulations of
HLM processes, are based on measurements from WSN data, and result in simulation control action
development. Control action can consist of adding biochemicals that influence HLM operation. Thus,
additional WSNs to control HLM are necessary to provide measurements and receive data that will be
compared with digital twin simulations results.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

The presented review shows that several modern approaches in biotechnology and synthetic
biology can find applications in today’s IoT-driven smart city concepts. Moreover, new possibilities
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in biosensor and bioactuator developments and applications are arising. Thus, further application
ideas have arisen with the appearance of results of new studies. However, all technologies have issues
together with advantages. The issues that pertain to most of the biological systems discussed can be
summarized as follows:

• There are issues related to the complexity of biological systems. As shown in this paper,
the biological object is sometimes a small element of the system, such as cells in cell-based
biosensors, but processes inside this small cell are very complex and are influenced by many
factors, which should be taken into account in the development of such systems;

• There is an environment dependence. Biological systems live in a narrow range of climate
parameters, and that can be narrower for some species than common weather changes during
the year;

• Interface issues persist. It is difficult to receive data concerning processes that take place inside the
objects without their destruction. Synthetic biology yields some approaches that can help solve
this issue, but its application requires additional sensors (optical, biochemical, etc.);

• There are legislation issues related to genetically engineered organisms, and overcoming these
issues can provide a demonstration of the behavior predictability of systems with such organisms.

All advantages that can be enjoyed by biotechnology applications for a city are difficult to
identify because some of the above-mentioned technologies are still at the laboratory research level.
Nevertheless, based on the presented data in this paper, some advantages can be defined:

• Efficient data exchange between photobioreactors or urban vertical farming systems and a city’s
data centers can help to utilize data from all such installations for predictive mathematical
models’ development;

• Biofuel cells are the promising approach for WSN power supply, thus, WSN application can be
expanded without the need for battery change maintenance or other energy supply systems;

• Novel biosensors can enhance both the number of different sensing molecules and the ability
to analyze preliminary data. Then, there are more different parameters we can measure than
more useful data for predictive models we can receive [126]. It is significant for surface water and
rainwater quality monitoring. Additionally, synthetic biology approaches can help to develop
cell-based biosensors which do not use electricity for measurements and processing inside the
cell itself;

• Bioactuators can operate partially independently and generate a signal about its state almost
because of its biological component activity and without electrical energy consumption.

Thus, biotechnological approaches for sensing and actuation mentioned in this paper give
the possibility to increase the amount of data without the energy consumption for sensing and
actuation increasing.

Several biotechnological approaches mentioned in this paper are already able to significantly
change several aspects of a city in a positive way, producing food and different phototrophic
microorganisms’ products, treating air and water, and providing a fixation of carbon dioxide. Novel
biosensors can significantly improve the capability of WSNs by adding a number of new measuring
parameters in combination with MFCs, making them more versatile in terms of energy efficiency.

Thus, it can be concluded that the integration of modern biotechnology approaches in today’s
cities can provide a significant positive influence on city developments.
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Abbreviations

ANN Artificial Neural Network
BFC Biofuel Cells
CPS Cyber-Physical Systems
HLM Hybrid Living Materials
IoT Internet of Things
LPWAN Low-Power Wide-Area Network
MFC Microbial Fuel Cell
PMFC Phototrophic Microbial Fuel Cell
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network
WSN Wireless Sensors Networks
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